Fish Shocker Circuit Diagram - themani.me
electric fish shocker circuits eleccircuit com - this is the simple electric fish shocker circuit or fish stunner it helps in
catching fish easier it use 12v battery to convert to 220v ac or 110vac we use few parts so easy and cheap how it works this
circuit convert voltage from 12v battery to ac 220 volts both transistors will alternately work on and off, fish shocker
stunner circuit diagram - hello friends now showing fish shocker circuit diagram if like the video thumbs up skip navigation
fish shocker stunner circuit diagram romeo fishermen loading, fish shocker basic circuit circuit diagram seekic com fish swim toward positive electrode receive shock and are temporarily stunned timing circuits de termines number and
duration of pulses h p dale electronic fishing position home circuit diagram basic circuit fish shocker, fish shocker
schematic diagram carwallps com - this is a image galleries about fish shocker schematic diagram you can also find other
images like wiring diagram parts diagram replacement parts electrical diagram repair manuals engine diagram engine
scheme wiring harness fuse box vacuum diagram timing belt timing chain brakes diagram transmission diagram and engine
problems, how do you build a cat fish stunner instructables com - i have a very old fish and game fish stunner having
only glanced in it i know it is high voltage because of the vacuum tube diode today a semiconductor diode can replace the
vacuum tube but steampunk has its appeal to burners maybe if you can explain as a new member why you hate cat fish i
could look at it some more and post what i find, this device may be illegal to use in certain states check - your fish90
survey fish stunner is intended for survey tagging and population evaluation of certain target species the system is designed
to operate from a 12 volt battery and draws 7 amps at max output unit is shock circuit protected and utilizes our highly
efficient capacitor discharge and switching to obtain the, www catfishstunner com fish shocker catfish stunner fish fish stunner plans free gizmo largest catfish ever caught word record catfish largest catfish ever fish stunner fish caller how
to build fish shocker how to build a fish stunner catfish catfish stunner catfish shocker catfish caller the catfish junkie
shocker stunner caller finder cat fish sale killer air fish bait, solved how to make a fish shocker using 12 volt battery how to make a fish shocker using 12 volt battery and capacitors posted by can you give me a diagram and material needed
thanks posted on aug 23 2012 it is illegal for certain uses and in certain areas there are very many legitimate and legal uses
for a fish shocker please only comment with accurate information posted on nov 16, fish shocker plans needed all about
circuits - we will leave this thread go on but anybody reading this and making plans to do his own shocker should be
strongly cautioned that it can result in a stiff fine and imprisonment for using such a device check your fish wildlife codes
very thoroughly before you start dangling wires in the creek, build a world s smallest electronic shocker 13 steps - build
a world s smallest electronic shocker this amazing little shocker is very tiny and can be hidden almost anywhere and give
someone a surprise shock it can operated by almost any 1 5v batteries so on this instructable i will show you how to make
shockers that is smaller than a penny, small high volts shock using 2sc1815 transistor elec circuit - i test circuit on the
breadboard note you can use many transistors that is npn type and small size i use c458 or c1815 or c828 this circuit can
assemble on breadborad or universal board pcb 2sc1815 pinout on high volt shock circuit and use current about 34 6ma at
voltage supply is 8 4v can provide output of acv 203v and use small transformer 0 25a as video below
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